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January 10, 2011 - Mountain Goat Software and Mike Cohn, author and Agile Scrum expert, have
announced the release of five free tools used in agile and scrum projects for planning and
prioritizing.
Mountain Goat Software, an agile training and scrum certification company, has released five free
agile and scrum tools ScrumMasters and Agile teams can use when planning and prioritizing
software development projects. The tools, a velocity range calculator, relative weighting worksheet,
theme scoring tool, theme screening tool and project success sliders, have all been developed to
help Agile and Scrum teams with their software development projects. From velocity values to
comparing and prioritizing, these free online tools will help Agile and Scrum teams stay on time
and on top of projects. Mike Cohn, creator of these Agile tools, says that "software development
plans created with a 90% confidence interval, are more likely to be accurate than plans created with
a point estimate of velocity." In other words, the better the plan, the better the outcome and these
tools will help Scrum and Agile teams build better plans with confidence. Mike Cohn teaches
classes for both new and current agile teams and team members. As a Registered Education
Provider through the PMI, attendees earn Category 3 PDUs. A veteran of agile projects since 1995,
Mike Cohn teaches how Agile software development training teaches teams how to emphasize
teamwork, produce frequent deliveries of working software, develop close customer collaboration,
and achieve the ability to respond quickly to change. For additional information visit the Mountain
Goat Software website and learn more about certified scrum and agile training available.
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